Provision of radical pelvic urological surgery in England, and compliance with improving outcomes guidance.
To investigate compliance with Improving Outcomes Guidance (IOG) for radical pelvic surgery in England, and explore the pattern of service provision for radical cystectomy (RC) and radical prostatectomy (RP) before and after the introduction of IOG. For the period 2000/01-2006/07, all admissions for RC and RP were extracted from Hospital Episode Statistics (HES). At the institutional level, the numbers of RC and RP cases were combined to assess adherence to IOG. The IOG catchment populations for each institution were calculated by linking HES data to census ward population data. The pattern of service provision for RC and RP was independently assessed by assigning institutions into low-, medium- and high-volume groups of roughly equal volumes a priori, based on the ascending order of annual RC or RP rate, respectively. For RC it was also possible to explore the between-institution referral activity for RC by identifying the 'final endoscopic bladder procedure' that occurred immediately before the RC for each patient. This gave an indication of where the diagnosis and decision for RC had been made. The percentage of institutions achieving the recommended IOG minimal case volume of 50 per year increased significantly between 2000/01 and 2006/07 (36% in odds per year, P < 0.001; odds ratio 1.36, 95% confidence interval 1.24-1.50), although absolute numbers remained relatively low (34% in 2006/07). Only one institution had a catchment population greater than the recommended 1 million. The total number of institutions performing RC decreased significantly over the years (P = 0.03), whereas for RP the decrease was not significant (P = 0.6). The decrease reflected a decline in the number of low-volume institutions, both for RC and RP, although this decline was not more than expected by chance. There had been a significant increase in the percentage of patients referred to another provider for their RC, from 5.5% in 2000/01 to 19.6% in 2006/07 (28% rise in odds per year, P < 0.001: odds ratio 1.28, 95% confidence interval 1.23-1.33). There was evidence of centralization of radical pelvic urological surgery, although it is only relatively recently that this seems to have taken place with any certainty. The absolute numbers of providers achieving the IOG minimum caseload standard was relatively low. What impact this has had, if any, on the quality of patient care is yet to be fully determined.